Real-time DMLC IMRT delivery for mobile and deforming targets.
In numerous cases of radiotherapy delivery to moving targets, simplifying assumptions of identical pattern of motions of tissue for each fraction are not satisfied. Therefore, algorithms capable to respond in real time to motions of target registered at treatment should be developed to improve the precision of radiation intensity delivery. The DMLC delivery of predetermined intensity maps to moving and deforming targets in real time is developed in this paper. Algorithms are constructed so that constraints on maximum admissible speed of leaves are preserved during delivery. A sequence of examples is presented to illustrate behavior of leaf trajectories for representative cases of [dynamic multileaf collimator] (DMLC) [intensity modulated radiation therapy] (IMRT) real-time delivery. The examples presented show real-time deliveries to targets moving as rigid bodies and targets deforming uniformly over their volumes. Examples are admitting random perturbations of predefined target motions that are time dependent only, i.e., target motion perturbations are identical for all target points.